
The Satellite Boulder 
Chevin Forest Park 

Approach 
Park at the Lower Shawfield Car Park, opposite the Cheerful 
Chilli restaurant, on the East Chevin Road. Follow the track 
adjacent to the road and roughly 10m before re-joining the 
road again drop down the hillside using a faint track. Follow 
this for around 100m until you reach the Satellite Boulder. 

Conditions 
The north-facing boulder protrudes from the hillside and suffers 
from seepage so it is best visited after a dry spell. Please be 
careful when damp to avoid damaging the rock.

The Satellite Boulder



 

 



No. Name Grade Description Quality

1 Oort Cloud 6a+ Sit start. Climb the obvious flake and arete features. 
Andrew Emery

*

2 Something In My 
Front Pocket

6b+ Sit start on the angled finger jug and head to the big pocket via a crimp. Finish 
direct. 5a from standing. 
Simon Marson / Tom Peckitt (sds)

*

3 The Radiant 7a Sit start as for The Geminid Trail but branch left into the techy scoop. Finish 
directly up the easy slab.  
Tom Peckitt

**

4 The Geminid Trail 7a+ The superb arete. Sit start with left hand on the rail and right hand on the flat 
hold then trend up the awesome arete. 6c+ from standing. 
Matt Willcox

***

5 Stasis Interrupted 8a+ Sit start at the juggy break and head straight up the overhanging, crimpy wall. 
Tom Peckitt

***

6 Under a Full Moon 7c+ Start with hands in the hole and head straight up using the positive crimp and 
gaston, with a dynamic move to the jug (or static if you have the shoulder 
strength!). Top out slightly rightwards with comparative ease. 
Matt Willcox

***

7 Titan 8a+ Start on the two obvious opposing sidepulls, make a huge lunge to the sloping 
shelf and ‘bump’ again to a disappointingly small seam. Gain a rounded edge 
with your right hand then throw for the sanctuary of the top. Finish as for Under 
a Full Moon.  
Tom Peckitt

***

8 Anomaly 7b Sit start with right hand on the arete sidepull, and left hand on the good low 
gaston on the face. Climb the short, steep and powerful arete. 
Tom Peckitt

*

9 Simon’s Ladder 6b On the obvious pyramid-shaped boulder, climb the arete and slab on the left 
hand side from a sit start. 
Simon Marson

* 

10 Trojan 6c Climb the arete on its right hand side from a sit start. 
Tom Peckitt

*


